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Competing ‘transfer’ constructions in Dutch
The case of ont-verbs

Martine Delorge, Koen Plevoets, and Timothy Colleman
Ghent University

This paper zooms in on the semantic relations between the constructions of 
“possessional transfer” (i.e. constructions used to encode events of possessional 
transfer) in Dutch by zooming in on a specific morphological class of dispos-
session verbs, viz. verbs with the prefix ont- ‘away’, such as ontnemen ‘take away’, 
ontfutselen ‘fish out of ’, onttrekken ‘extract, withdraw’, ontheffen ‘relieve’, etc. A 
database with several thousand attested ont-examples from various corpora of 
present-day written Dutch will serve as the starting point for an investigation of 
their constructional possibilities and preferences: the ont-verbs will be shown 
to cluster into a number of subclasses in terms of alternation possibilities. In 
addition, a comparison of these present-day Dutch results with data from a 
diachronic corpus of 19th century Dutch will reveal a number of lexico-gram-
matical shifts: the use of the double object construction and (especially) of the 
aan-dative with ont-verbs is more heavily constrained now than it was in earlier 
stages of the language.

Keywords: aan-dative, alternations, dispossession verbs, Dutch, ont-verbs

1. Introduction1

As shown in (1) to (5) below, the grammar of present-day Dutch includes sever-
al different argument structure constructions that can be used for the encoding of 
three-participant events of ‘possessional transfer’. The constructions in (1) and (2) 
have received by far the most linguistic attention, since they constitute the well-
known dative alternation: (1) exemplifies the double object construction in which 

1. All three authors are associated with the BOF/GOA research project on ‘Meaning in-be-
tween structure and the lexicon’ in the Linguistics department at Ghent University. We would 
like to thank the editors as well as two anonymous referees for their helpful comments and 
suggestions. The usual disclaimers apply. 
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the verb is combined with a subject and two bare NP objects, (2) exemplifies the so-
called aan-dative, in which the theme is coded as a direct object but the recipient is 
marked with the preposition aan (cognate with on, but relevantly similar to to). Exist-
ing studies of these constructions and their semantic relations include Van Belle and 
Van Langendonck (1996), Janssen (1997), Geeraerts (1998), Colleman (2009a) and 
Colleman and De Clerck (2009). In addition to the aan-dative, there are a number 
of structurally similar constructions formed with other prepositions that can also be 
used to encode certain subtypes of ‘possessional transfer’ events. One of these is the 
construction in (3), in which the preposition van marks the source of the transfer in 
a ‘dispossession’ event. At first sight, the example in (4) – which also denotes an event 
of dispossession – exemplifies the very same construction. However, there is a crucial 
difference in the linking of argument roles between (3) and (4): in the latter clause, 
the direct object codes the possessional source, and van marks the theme. In terms 
of the distinction between the basic types of ditransitive alignment put forward in 
typological research by Haspelmath (2005) and Malchukov and colleagues (2010), the 
constructions in (2) and (3) represent indirective alignment (i.e. the theme is coded 
like the monotransitive patient; i.e. as a bare NP object, and the recipient/possessor 
is coded differently) but the construction in (4) represents secundative alignment (i.e. 
the recipient/possessor argument is coded like the monotransitive patient while the 
theme gets special marking). The met-construction in (5) is also secundative, but it 
denotes a fairly prototypical event of ‘caused possession’ rather than ‘dispossession’. 

 (1) De man heeft de vrouw een boek gegeven.
  ‘The man has given the woman a book.’

 (2) De man heeft een boek aan de vrouw gegeven.
  ‘The man has given a book to the woman.’

 (3) De man heeft een boek gestolen van de vrouw.
  ‘The man has stolen a book from the woman.’

 (4) De man heeft de vrouw beroofd van al haar boeken.
  ‘The man has robbed the woman of all her books.’

 (5) De man heeft de vrouw begiftigd met een boek.
  ‘The man presented the woman with a book.’

In terms of constructional polysemy, the first two constructions cover a wider region 
in semantic space than the latter three. While the instances in (1) and (2) denote 
events of ‘caused possession’ with agent, theme and recipient participants, both the 
double object construction and the aan-dative can also be used to encode events of 
dispossession with agent, theme and (human) source participants, albeit with rather 
limited lexical possibilities (see Geeraerts 1998 and Colleman & De Clerck 2009 for 
examples and further discussion). (6) and (7) present examples with the dispossession 
verb ontnemen ‘take away’.
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 (6) De man heeft de vrouw een boek ontnomen.
  ‘The man has taken a book from the woman.’ (lit. has away-taken the woman 

a book)

 (7)  De man heeft een boek aan de vrouw ontnomen.
  ‘The man has taken a book from the woman.’

The van-constructions in (3) and (4), by contrast, are limited to events of disposses-
sion, whereas the met-construction in (5) is limited to a handful of infrequent and for-
mal verbs of giving and cannot be used to encode the reverse orientation of transfer.2

2. Introducing the Dutch ont-verbs

In this paper we will try to shed more light on the synchronic and diachronic seman-
tic relations between the argument structure constructions introduced in section 1 
by zooming in on a specific morphological class of dispossession verbs, viz. complex 
verbs with the prefix ont- ‘away’. While the ont-verbs are not particularly frequent in 
everyday language, they nevertheless constitute an interesting class in that many of 
them are found in several of the above constructions. Moreover, even though, seman-
tically, ont-verbs of dispossession seem to form a rather homogeneous class at first 
sight, they nevertheless display very different constructional preferences. As such, a 
quantitative investigation of the degree of attraction between these ont-verbs and the 
argument structure constructions in question can shed more light on the issue of 
constructional competition between constructions with partly overlapping semantic 
ranges: how do the constructions illustrated in section 1 divide up the semantic do-
main of ‘dispossession’, which is itself a sub-domain of ‘possessional transfer’? More-
over, since we will not only look into the constructional preferences of the selected 
ont-verbs in present-day data, but also in data from a corpus of 19th century Dutch, 
it can also be investigated whether the semantic relation between the ‘dispossession’ 
constructions in question has changed in the course of the last century and a half. 
As such, the present study adds to the growing body of diachronic investigations of 
constructional semantics (see, e.g., Barðdal 2007 and Colleman & De Clerck 2011 for 
earlier studies).

The following 15 ont-verbs were selected for the case study, listed in alphabetical 
order: ontdoen ‘strip’, ontfutselen ‘filch, fish out of ’, ontheffen ‘release’, ontlenen ‘take, 
derive, borrow’, ontladen ‘unload, be released’, ontlasten ‘relieve’, ontlokken ‘elicit 

2. There is a single lexical exception in the case of the construction in (4): next to a set of verbs 
of dispossession, this pattern also accommodates the giving verb voorzien ‘provide’, as in Ze 
voorzagen hem van voedsel (‘They provided him with food’). Most probably, this is a calque of 
the French pattern pourvoir quelqu’un de quelque chose. 
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(from)’, ontnemen ‘take away’, ontroven ‘steal away’, ontrukken ‘snatch (away)’, ontste-
len ‘steal away’, onttrekken ‘withdraw, take away, derive’, ontvreemden ‘steal, thieve’, 
ontworstelen ‘tear, wrest from’ and ontwringen ‘wrench from’. These verbs were cho-
sen on the basis of (i) their semantic status as (prototypical) dispossession verbs and 
(ii) frequency considerations. 

Semantically, ditransitive ont-verbs belong to two categories, good examples of 
which are ontnemen ‘take away from’ and ontzeggen ‘deny’, respectively. Whereas ont-
nemen denotes an event of dispossession, as in (6) and (7) above, ontzeggen instead 
denotes a blocked ‘caused possession’ event, as in (8). Put differently, ontnemen and 
ontzeggen are verbs of taking and not-giving, respectively. In terms of Colleman’s 
(2009b) multidimensional analysis of the semantic structure of the Dutch double 
object construction, the examples in (6) and (8) represent distinct subsenses of the 
construction, departing from the core ‘caused reception’ meaning along the semantic 
dimensions of ‘orientation of the transfer’ and ‘polarity of the transfer’, respectively.

 (8) Ze hebben vrouwen lange tijd het stemrecht ontzegd.
  ‘For a long time, they denied women the right to vote.’

In this case study, we focus on ont-verbs of the ‘dispossession’ type. The verbs under 
investigation select agent, theme and possessional source participants. Note that this 
is not to say that they occur exclusively in three-argument constructions: on the con-
trary, several of them occur far more often in two-argument constructions without 
an expressed source (see below). In terms of Goldbergian construction grammar, the 
selected verbs select a possessional source participant, but this participant need not be 
lexically profiled – though it is for the most prototypical members of the category, such 
as ontnemen (‘take away’) or ontfutselen (‘filch, fish out of ’) (for further details on the 
notion of lexical profiling, see Goldberg 1995: 43–48).

The formation of dispossession verbs with the prefix ont- is not a productive 
word-formation pattern anymore, but dictionaries include quite a lot of examples, 
many of which are highly infrequent in present-day language (e.g. ontsjacheren ‘to 
barter sth. away from s.o.’ or ontschaken ‘to take s.o. away from s.o. by abduction’, to 
give but two examples). In order to avoid the selection of all too infrequent verbs for 
the case study, we only selected verbs which are included in the CELEX lexical data-
base of Dutch. In addition, preference was given to verbs with a  CELEX frequency of 
at least 3 occurrences per one million words of running text.3 However, this frequency 
criterion was applied liberally: an exception was made for a number of infrequent 
verbs that we wanted to include in the investigation for semantic reasons, such as 
ontroven and ontstelen, the verb bases of which are the semantically prototypical and 
highly frequent dispossession verbs roven ‘rob’ and stelen ‘steal’.

3. The CELEX frequency was checked using the WordGen tool developed by Wouter Duyck 
and colleagues (Duyck et al. 2004).
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3. Methodology of the case study

A database consisting of several thousands of attested ont-examples from various 
corpora of present-day written Dutch serves as the starting point for an investiga-
tion of the constructional flexibility of these verbs: the newspaper component of the 
present-day CONDIV-corpus, the 27 and 38 Million Words Corpora of the Dutch 
Institute for Lexicology (INL) and the Twente Nieuws Corpus (TNC). The selected 
corpora all represent relatively formal genres of written Dutch (newspapers, mag-
azines, fictional and non-fictional prose, etc.). All forms of the 15 test verbs were 
automatically retrieved from the corpora, and the results were manually filtered and 
labelled according to syntactic construction. We used more than one corpus in order 
to be able to retrieve enough examples of the selected verbs to make well-grounded 
judgements about their constructional behaviour. After all, some of the verbs from 
the selection, as already mentioned, are quite infrequent. The different corpora are 
similar enough in their contents to justify combining them together. Section 4 pre-
sents and discusses the main findings from the synchronic investigation.

In addition, we compared the present-day Dutch results with data from a corpus 
of 19th-century Dutch in order to investigate possible lexicogrammatical shifts. The 
diachronic part of the study is based on a corpus consisting of 50 volumes from the 
periodical De Gids (1850-1899). De Gids (‘The Guide’) was an influential literary and 
general cultural journal, and as such represents formal written Dutch. The results of 
the diachronic investigation are presented in Section 5.

4. The results of the present-day investigation

4.1 Overall distribution

As was noted in Section 2 above, the overall aim of the investigation is to investi-
gate the constructional competition between the various Dutch argument structure 
constructions that can be used to encode ‘dispossession’ events, through an identifi-
cation of the constructional preferences of a sample of ont-verbs in (a) present-day 
data and (b) 19th century data. Table 1 presents the results of the synchronic part of 
the corpus investigation. We distinguish six different three-argument constructions, 
four of which have already been introduced in Section 1: the double object construc-
tion (DOC), the aan-dative, and two constructions with van, which are labeled van-I 
(“indirective”) and van-S (“secundative”), respectively. The remaining constructions 
distinguished in the table are two fairly infrequent indirective patterns in which the 
(possessional) source argument is marked with the prepositions bij ‘at’ and uit ‘out 
(of)’, respectively. In addition, most of the investigated verbs occur in other construc-
tions, too, i.e. in various two-argument constructions. In five cases, two-participant 
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constructions even account for the large majority of occurrences, viz. with ontvreem-
den ‘steal, thieve’, ontworstelen ‘wrest from’, onttrekken ‘withdraw, take away’, ontlasten 
‘relieve’, and ontladen ‘unload’. In fact, the verb ontladen turned out to display just a 
single three-argument instance in the corpus data, from a total of 331 occurrences, 
viz. a single instance of the secundative van-construction. Because of this sparsity of 
data, this verb is excluded from further discussion. The rather frequent occurrence of 
verbs of dispossession in structures without a possessional source object is not very 
surprising. Newman (1996: 57) has already observed that “there is no giver necessarily 
present in the base of take […] There is only one person necessarily involved in the 
characterization of the basic meaning of TAKE”. As shown in Delorge (2010), simplex 
verbs of dispossession, such as stelen ‘steal’, roven ‘rob’, etc. typically display the same 
characteristic.4

In the remainder of this section, we remove the monotransitive and other 
two-argument constructions from consideration and focus on the distribution of the 
three-argument constructions. The distribution of the 14 remaining ont-verbs over 
the 6 three-argument constructions distinguished in Table 1 is statistically significant 
(χ² = 46741.05, df = 65, p < 2.2e-16). Table 4 in the Appendix lists the Pearson residu-
als. The Cramér’s V effect size is 0.7125667, which suggests a strong association. Note 
that effect sizes tend to increase with the number of rows and columns, however, and 
that there are quite a lot of cells with an expected frequency of less than 5, which re-
duces the value of the chi-square test. This is why we turn to an exploratory statistical 
tool in the next sub-section.

4.2 Four clusters of ont-verbs

As a first observation, it can be seen from the frequencies in Table 1 that there is a 
nearly complete lexical split between the secundative van-construction on the one 
hand and the other five three-argument constructions included in the table on the 
other. While many verbs occur in both the DOC and several of the indirective con-
structions in the corpus data, the secundative construction is associated with a num-
ber of verbs that occur in this three-argument construction (virtually) exclusively, viz. 
ontlasten ‘relieve’, ontdoen ‘strip’, and ontheffen ‘release’ (in addition, ontladen ‘unload’ 
was also attested in this construction only, see Section 4.1). Corpus examples are list-
ed in (9) to (11). As can be seen from these examples, the theme of ontheffen and  

4. It should be noted that constructions with a reflexive pronoun, such as the ontworstel-
en example in (i) below, were included in the rest category, too, as they do not contain three 
arguments. 

 (i)  Een deel van de Otavalo-Indianen probeert zich aan die armoede te ontworstelen. 
[TNC]

  ‘Part of the Otavalo Indians try to wrest themselves out of that poverty.’
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ontlasten is typically an abstract entity, such as a task or duty. In the case of ontdoen, 
the lexical possibilities are wider. None of these verbs is a very prototypical represent-
ative of the class of ‘dispossession’ verbs semantically, unlike some of the other verbs 
which will be discussed below. Ontlasten and ontheffen imply a positive effect on the 
original possessor, who is relieved of something conceptualized as a burden – needless 
to say, in prototypical dispossession events, the transfer has a negative effect on the 
original possessor. As for ontdoen, this denotes an event of physical removal or sep-
aration rather than actual dispossession: typically, as in (11), the object NP does not 
refer to a human participant.5

 (9) Inmiddels zijn creatieve oplossingen gevonden om hen te ontlasten van hun 
zware taak. [TNC]

  ‘In the meantime, creative solutions have been found to relieve them of their 
heavy task.’

5. The object NP can refer to a human participant, as in (ii) below. However, even such in-
stances seem to denote an event of physical removal rather than of actual dispossession.

 (ii) Het Hof van Cassatie achtte het onmogelijk dat de man de 18-jarige van haar broek 
had kunnen ontdoen als zij zich daar tegen had verzet. [TNC]

  ‘The court of cassation judged that it would have been impossible for the man to strip 
the 18-year-old of her pants if she had offered resistance.’

Table 1. Observed frequencies in the present-day data

Verb Three-argument constructions Other cxs Total

DOC aan van-I van-S uit bij Total 

ontdoen 0 0 0 2575 0 0 2575 1888 4463
ontfutselen 458 146 19 0 4 1 628 28 656
ontheffen 0 5 0 697 0 0 702 321 1023
ontlasten 0 0 0 111 0 0 111 956 1067
ontlenen 0 6087 2 0 17 4 6110 65 6175
ontlokken 587 342 23 0 2 53 1007 256 1263
ontnemen 3993 207 15 0 2 3 4220 270 4490
ontroven 2 3 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
ontrukken 6 189 0 0 7 0 202 7 209
ontstelen 104 3 0 0 0 0 107 3 110
onttrekken 2 2248 7 0 46 0 2303 3562 5865
ontvreemden 8 3 33 0 298 43 385 653 1038
ontworstelen 7 26 0 0 1 0 34 859 893
ontwringen 11 11 0 0 0 0 22 1 23
Total 5178 9270 99 3383 377 104 18411 8869 27280
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 (10) De bisschop onthief haar van haar functie. [TNC]
  ‘The bishop released her from office.’

 (11) Met snijbranders ontdoen de slopers de molens van hun wieken. [TNC]
  With cutting torches, the demolishers are stripping the mills of their sails.’

Returning to the syntactic possibilities, ontheffen is the only one of these verbs that 
is also attested in another three-argument construction, viz. the indirective aan-con-
struction, but only very sporadically so (a mere 5 out of 1023 corpus instances). 
Conversely, none of the remaining 11 ont-verbs are attested in the secundative 
van-construction a single time. This situation is reminiscent of the lexical split found 
with verbs of giving, where the secundative pattern is also limited to a handful of 
verbs that are not eligible for use in the DOC or the aan-dative, including begiftigen, 
as in (5) above (see Delorge & De Clerck 2007). 

Most of the remaining 11 verbs are used in the DOC as well as in several indirec-
tive constructions. However, a manual inspection of the frequencies in Table 1 (and 
of the Pearson residuals in Table A) suggests that they cluster into a number of classes 
with distinct constructional preferences. We used an exploratory statistical technique, 
viz. Correspondence Analysis (CA), to visualize such associations in the data: see 
the plot in Figure 1, in which the constructions are represented in capitals and the 
verbs in lower case (on CA, see Greenacre 2007, as well as the articles by Glynn in the 
present volume). The eigenvalues for the first two dimensions are 53.8% and 44.33%, 
respectively, indicating that the analysis presented in Figure 1 explains 98.13% of the 
variation (inertia). The table used to produce the correspondence analysis includes 
many small cells, and so the numerical summary of the analysis is included in the Ap-
pendix, Table 5. To assure a reasonable degree of accuracy in the analysis, the quality 
score (qlt) should be over 500. A figure of 500 indicates that 50% of the inertia for that 
data point lies off principle axes and therefore that points are less accurately displayed 
in the plot (see Glynn, this volume, and Greenacre 2007 for more details). The re-
mainder of this sub-section interprets the visualization in Figure 1.

The only outlier among the 11 verbs is ontvreemden ‘steal, thieve’, which is 
grouped with the uit-construction on the right-hand side of the plot. Indeed, ont-
vreemden is the only verb which is combined with a uit-phrase in the majority of its 
three-participant uses. Unlike the “secundative” verbs discussed above, ontvreemden, 
which is a hyponym of stelen ‘steal’, denotes a prototypical dispossession event involv-
ing a human possessor: if something is stolen, it is by definition stolen from someone. 
However, ontvreemden differs from ontnemen ‘take away from’ and other verbs to be 
discussed below in that this human possessor participant is not lexically profiled: in 
the majority of instances, the possessor role is not expressed. In fact, this is a charac-
teristic ontvreemden shares with its hypernym (see Goldberg’s 1995: 45–46 semantic 
discussion of English steal and the frequency data for Dutch stelen in Delorge 2010). 
The uit-construction differs from the other three-argument constructions in Table 1 
in that the PP refers to a locational source rather than to a possessional source. In (12), 
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for instance, the jewellery store is the place where the necklace was stolen, though this 
of course refers indirectly to the person from whom it was stolen, viz. the jeweller. 
While this is a pattern typically found with ontvreemden, the van-example in (13) 
shows that the verb does also occur in three-argument constructions with a genuine 
possessional source argument.

 (12) Fadiga ontvreemdde het collier, met een waarde van 300 euro, zondag uit een 
juwelierszaak. [TNC]

  ‘On Sunday, Fadiga stole the necklace worth 300 € from a jewelry store.’

 (13) Muijtstege had de twee wel vaker financieel geholpen en ze hadden ook al 
eerder geld van hem ontvreemd. [TNC]

  ‘Muijtstege had given financial help to the two [petty criminals] before, and 
they had stolen money from him before as well.’

On the left-hand side, we find a kind of cline of verbs positioned in-between the DOC 
and the aan-dative. Starting at the top, the two verbs that are most closely associated 
with the DOC are ontnemen ‘take away from’ and ontstelen ‘steal away from’. Indeed, 
these are found with double object syntax in the large majority of their instances 
across the four corpora: the DOC accounts for 88.9% of the ontnemen instances in the 
database and for 94.5% of the ontstelen instances. Good examples of this are shown 
in (14) and (15).
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 (14) Verder mag de leiding verslaafden hun paspoort en geld niet meer ontnemen. 
[TNC]

  ‘Furthermore, the leaders are no longer allowed to dispossess addicts of their 
passports and money.’ (lit. to away-take addicts their passport and money)

 (15) 10000 frank kan de miljoenen niet vervangen die de staat mij ontstolen heeft. 
[CONDIV]

  ‘10,000 francs cannot replace the millions that the state has stolen from me.’ 
(lit. that the state has me away-stolen)

In both cases, the observed preference for the DOC can be straightforwardly linked 
to the verbs’ lexical semantics. The verb bases nemen ‘take’ and stelen ‘steal’ are among 
the most prototypical simplex verbs of taking away. Similarly, their prefixed variants 
ontnemen and ontstelen denote prototypical dispossession events in which a human 
participant is deprived of an item in his/her possession, typically by another human 
participant. This item need not be a concrete object – it is in (14), but not, or less so, 
in (15) – but, in any event, there was a fairly prototypical possession relation between 
the indirect and direct object referents before the event, which is broken by instigation 
of the subject referent. Note that, unlike many of the other verbs in Table 1, ontnemen 
and ontstelen occur in two-argument constructions in only a small fraction of their 
instances (6% and 2.7%, respectively): these are typical three-participant verbs, with a 
lexically profiled possessional source participant.

Van Belle and Van Langendonck (1996: 245) have also observed the preference 
of ontnemen for the double object construction, albeit on an introspective basis. They 
ascribe this to the factor [+/– involvement], which, in their account, is one of the two 
major semantic determinants of the dative alternation in Dutch, next to [+/– (mate-
rial) transfer]. Ontnemen lexicalizes a transfer of possession which has a fundamental 
effect on the original possessor, and the same applies to ontstelen: the ‘transfer’ events 
denoted in (14) and (15) above (negatively) affect the indirect object referent, i.e. the 
loss of the direct object referent has clear consequences for the indirect object and 
his/her further actions. Since the DOC is hypothesized to highlight the relationship 
between the direct and the indirect object referents, the lexical semantics of verbs 
such as ontnemen and ontstelen tallies well with the constructional semantics of the 
double object construction (cf. De Schutter 1974: 205; Verhagen 1986 and Colleman 
2009b; inter alia).

According to Van Belle and Van Langendonck (1996: 245), the only reason why 
verbs such as ontnemen can appear in the aan-dative at all, despite their strong lexical 
focus on the affectedness of the possessional source participant, is that there is also a 
‘caused motion’ event involved: the theme moves from the domain of possession of 
the source to that of the agent. An often advanced semantic explanation for the dative 
alternation posits that the aan-structure emphasizes the spatial aspects of the denoted 
transfer scene, i.e. the movement of the theme along a path from the agent partici-
pant towards the recipient participant (or, in this case, from the source participant 
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toward the agent participant) (see, e.g. Goldberg 1992 and Langacker 1991 for similar 
semantic hypotheses about the English to-dative, and Colleman & De Clerck 2009 
for further discussion). This would seem to suggest that material transfers generally 
prefer the aan-construction, or, at least, that the proportion of aan-instances to DOC 
instances is larger when the theme is a concrete object than when it is some kind of 
abstract commodity. The ontnemen data, however, show that no significant difference 
can be attested between cases with a concrete theme on the one hand, and cases with 
an abstract theme on the other hand; see the distribution in Table 2 (χ² = 0.386, df = 1, 
p = 0.5342).6

This warns us against an all too literal interpretation of the ‘caused motion’ hy-
pothesis: even when the theme is a concrete entity which undergoes a spatial trans-
fer as it changes ownership, the DOC is still the preferred construction in the large 
majority of cases. The general semantic hypothesis put forward in Colleman (2009b) 
is that the aan-dative highlights the changing agent-theme relationship, whereas the 
DOC highlights all three participants and their interrelations, including the recipient 
participant. We leave it to future research to test the validity of this hypothesis in a 
more systematic way for verbs with a possessional source rather than a recipient, but, 
in any event, ontnemen and ontstelen fit the picture, with their strong lexical focus on 
the affectedness of the possessor participant.

As we move from the top to the bottom of the left-hand side in Figure 1, the 
lexical preferences shift towards the aan-dative. Ontfutselen ‘filch, fish out of ’ and 
ontlokken ‘elicit from’ are the only two remaining verbs for which the DOC is the most 
frequently attested construction in the database (accounting for 69.8% and 46.5% of 
all occurrences, respectively). There is a twofold reason why they are positioned lower 
in the plot than ontnemen and ontstelen: (i) because their proportion of aan-examples 
is relatively higher (22% and 27%, respectively, as opposed to less than 5% for both 
ontnemen and ontstelen) and (ii) because they are the only verbs, next to ontvreemden 
‘steal’, which are found in the indirective van-construction (in the case of ontfutselen) 
or in the bij-construction (in the case of ontlokken) somewhat more than sporadically, 
though it should be stressed that such uses still account for only a small fraction of 

6. The frequencies in Table 2 do not add up to the overall frequencies of the DOC and aan-da-
tive with ontnemen listed in Table 1, as a good number of cases were not straightforwardly 
classifiable into either concrete or abstract categories but represented various in-between uses.

Table 2. DOC and aan-frequencies in instances with concrete vs. abstract themes

DOC aan Total

theme = concrete entity  411  19  430
theme = abstract entity 2786 110 2896
Total 3197 129 3326
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their total number of occurrences. We will briefly return to the constructions with van 
and bij at the end of this sub-section.

Still further down, in the lower-left corner, are those verbs which occur with aan 
in the majority of their (three-argument) uses. The verbs associated most closely with 
the aan-dative are ontlenen ‘take, derive, borrow’, onttrekken ‘withdraw from, derive’, 
ontrukken ‘snatch away, pull away’ and ontworstelen ‘wrest from’: this construction 
accounts for 99.6%, 97.6%, 93.6% and 76.5% of the overall number of three-argument 
instances, respectively. The first thing to observe is that these verbs cover a much 
wider region in semantic space than just ‘possessional transfer’: typical examples are 
shown in (16) to (19) below, none of which involves a human possessor participant 
that is ‘dispossessed’ of something in the strict sense of the word: rather, these instanc-
es denote various kinds of (metaphorical) ‘separation’ or ‘withdrawal’ events. 

 (16) Of Jeroen Bosch inspiratie ontleende aan al dat water in de stad, is niet 
bekend. [TNC]

  ‘Whether Hieronymus Bosch derived inspiration from all that water in the 
town is unknown.’ 

 (17) Tegenwoordig is [dat] de meest gebruikte methode om geur aan natuurlijke 
producten te onttrekken. [TNC]

  ‘Presently, that is the most usual method for extracting the odour of natural 
products.’

 (18) Bourguiba mag zijn land hebben ontrukt aan de Franse overheersing, hij was 
niettemin een francofiel. [TNC]

  ‘Bourguiba may have wrenched his country from French rule, he was a fran-
cophile nonetheless.’

 (19) Dat spoort met een tendens om de VS te ontworstelen aan internationale 
afspraken. [CONDIV] 

  ‘That confirms a tendency to wrestle the USA out of international agreements.’

Many occurrences of onttrekken and ontrukken, especially, are more or less fixed ex-
pressions, such as iets aan de vergetelheid onttrekken/ontrukken ‘to save something 
from oblivion’ or iets aan het zicht onttrekken ‘to hide something from sight’. This is 
the case in more than 50% of the ontrukken examples and 26.6% of the onttrekken ex-
amples. Again, such examples are not prototypical instances of dispossession events. 
Still, the aan-construction can be used to express events with a human deprivee, too: 
see (20) and (21) for examples of ontrukken and onttrekken. 

 (20) In het holst van de nacht ontrukten zwaarbewapende Amerikaanse immi-
gratieagenten een verschrikt Cubaans jongetje van zes aan luid lamenterende 
verwanten. [TNC]

  ‘In the middle of the night, heavily armed American immigration agents 
snatched a startled Cuban boy of six from loudly lamenting family members.’
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 (21) De partij vraagt voorts aan procureur-generaal Van Oudenhove om alle 
Vlaams Blok-dossiers aan Dejemeppe te onttrekken. [CONDIV]

  ‘Furthermore, the party asks attorney general Van Oudenhove to withdraw 
all cases related to the Vlaams Blok from Dejemeppe.’ 

Only in such cases is the DOC a (marked) option as well, hence the low frequencies 
in the DOC column in Table 1. (22) is one of the few DOC clauses attested with ont-
worstelen, for instance: in this case, the verb is used in its literal, compositional sense 
‘wrest from’, and the relation between the object referents is one of fairly prototypical 
possession. 

 (22) Ik dacht aan de talloze keren dat ik in de supermarkt had moeten wachten 
omdat moeders vooraan in de rij hun gillende broedsel vergeefs een reep 
chocola probeerden te ontworstelen. [TNC]

  ‘I thought of the many occasions when I had found myself waiting in the 
supermarket because mothers at the front of the row fruitlessly try tried to 
wrest away a chocolate bar from their yelling brood.’

For a final observation, the constructions with bij and van can be seen to occupy an 
isolated position in the middle of Figure 1. Indeed, none of the verbs under investi-
gation is particularly attracted to these constructions. The verbs with the relatively 
highest frequencies of indirective van-instances are ontvreemden ‘steal’ and ontfutse-
len ‘filch, fish out of ’, but even in these cases, the van-construction only accounts for 
about 3% of the occurrences. See (13) above for an example with ontvreemden and 
(23) below for one with ontfutselen. 

 (23) Ze moeten 80.000 frank boete betalen omdat ze geld en andere goederen 
hebben ontfutseld van enkele gasten. [CONDIV]

  ‘They have to pay an 80,000 francs fine because they have filched money and 
other goods from a number of guests.’

In this regard, the ont-verbs differ from the pattern attested with simplex verbs of 
dispossession, for with stelen ‘steal’, nemen ‘take’, etc., the human possessor partici-
pant is marked with van in present-day Dutch (as in (3) above, see Delorge 2010 for 
details). It is sometimes suggested that it would be natural for ont-verbs of disposses-
sion to substitute the “default” source preposition van for aan (e.g. Schermer-Vermeer 
1991: 216–217). However, our data show that, so far, the van-construction has not 
really caught on with these verbs, at least not in formal registers of written Dutch.

The “top verbs” of the bij-construction are ontvreemden ‘steal’, again, and ont-
lokken ‘elicit (from)’, but, similarly to the van-construction, this construction with 
bij accounts for only a small fraction of occurrences in both cases (in-between 4 and 
5%). An ontlokken example is shown in (24). Again, such examples do not denote 
prototypical dispossession. 
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 (24) Alleen het bootje met daarop Sint en zijn pieten die sinterklaasliedjes zongen, 
ontlokte applaus bij het publiek. [TNC]

  ‘Only the boat on which the saint and his servants were singing St-Nicholas 
songs drew applause from the public.’ 

To summarize, we can distinguish four clusters of ont-verbs in the present-day data: 

i. a set of verbs that are (virtually) exclusively used in the secundative van-construc-
tion: ontlasten ‘relieve’, ontdoen ‘strip’, ontheffen ‘release’ (and ontladen ‘unload’);

ii. the verb ontvreemden ‘steal’, which marks the source participant with uit, bij, or 
van, if it is expressed at all;

iii. a set of verbs with a strong lexical preference for the double object construction, 
most notably ontnemen ‘take away from’ and ontstelen ‘steal away from’;

iv. a set of verbs with a strong lexical preference for the aan-construction, most 
notably ontlenen ‘take, derive, borrow’, onttrekken ‘withdraw, derive’, ontrukken 
‘snatch away’ and ontworstelen ‘wrest, wrench away’. 

There is a cline from (iii) to (iv), with verbs such as ontfutselen ‘filch, fish out of ’, ontro-
ven ‘rob from’ and ontwringen ‘wrench from’ occupying intermediate positions. The 
next section explores the constructional preferences of ont-verbs in an older sub-stage 
of the Dutch language.

5. A diachronic perspective

An important trend in construction grammar is the growth of interest in issues of di-
achronic and synchronic language variation in the syntax and semantics of schematic 
constructions – see Colleman and De Clerck (2011) for references and discussion. In 
this section, we will explore a number of differences and similarities in the construc-
tional behaviour of the selected ont-verbs between present-day Dutch and 19th-cen-
tury Dutch, as represented by a 50-year sample of the corpus De Gids (1850–1899). 
First, Table 3 presents the distribution of the 14 verbs under investigation over the six 
three-argument constructions in the 19th-century data – ontladen ‘unload’ was left 
out again. This distribution is statistically significant (χ² = 5659.828, df = 65, p-value < 
2.2e-16). Table 6 in the Appendix lists the Pearson residuals, and the Cramér’s V effect 
size is 0.5195202. 

The data show that the virtually complete lexical split between the secundative 
construction on the one hand and the other three-argument constructions on the 
other was already present in the 19th century: the three verbs attested in the secun-
dative van-construction are not attested in any of the other three-argument construc-
tions, with the exception of ontheffen ‘release’, which has a small number of aan and 
DOC examples. Conversely, the other 11 verbs do not enter into the secundative 
construction.
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Figure 2, below, shows the plot from a Correspondence Analysis of the observed 
frequencies of these remaining 11 verbs in the DOC and the four indirective con-
structions. The two-dimensional analysis accounts for 96.65% of the inertia (Dim. 1: 
72.95%, Dim. 2: 23.7%). Again, the numerical output is supplied in the Appendix, 
Table 7. We will not explore this distribution to the same degree of detail as in the pre-
vious section, but we will focus on the relation between the DOC and the aan-dative, 
the two constructions involved in the dative alternation. A difference with the visual-
ization in Figure 1 is that, in Figure 2, the DOC and the aan-construction occupy less 
extreme positions in the cluster of points on the left-hand side of the plot: the distance 
between the two constructions is smaller than in Figure 1. This suggests that in the 
19th-century data, there is more overlap in their distributions over the 11 verbs than 
in the present-day data.

In order to further test this, we conducted two-by-two comparisons of the ob-
served DOC and aan-dative frequencies of the 11 non-secundative verbs in 19th-cen-
tury vs. present-day language. In six cases, this revealed a significant shift. Three 
verbs display a significantly stronger preference for the DOC in the present-day data 
compared to the 19th-century data: ontnemen (χ² = 1194.934, df = 1, p < 2.2e-16; 
OR = 0.07611464), ontstelen (χ² = 8.7284, df = 1, p = 0.003133; OR = 0.1744933) and 
ontlokken (χ² = 6.0898, df = 1, p = 0.0136; OR = 0.7244433). The odds ratios (ORs) 
are included as a measure of the effect size: the effect is stronger for ontnemen and 
ontstelen than for ontlokken (the more the OR differs from 1, the stronger the effect). 
Three other verbs display the reverse tendency, i.e. they have a significantly stronger 

Table 3. Observed frequencies in the 19th-century data

Verb Three-argument constructions Other cxs Total

DOC aan van-I van-S uit bij Total 

ontdoen 0 0 0 89 0 0 89 87 176
ontfutselen 30 11 0 0 0 0 41 3 44
ontheffen 2 4 0 304 0 0 310 23 333
ontlasten 0 0 0 30 0 0 30 67 97
ontlenen 9 873 34 0 74 0 990 12 1002
ontlokken 179 144 0 0 2 2 327 17 344
ontnemen 1023 697 0 0 0 0 1720 57 1777
ontroven 29 11 0 0 0 0 40 0 40
ontrukken 113 287 0 0 0 0 400 32 432
ontstelen 78 13 0 0 0 0 91 2 93
onttrekken 7 39 0 0 0 0 46 52 98
ontvreemden 4 5 4 0 1 0 14 17 31
ontworstelen 4 6 0 0 0 0 10 87 97
ontwringen 43 41 2 0 0 0 86 16 102
Total 1521 2131 40 423 77 2 4194 472 4666
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preference for the aan-dative in the present-day data compared to the older data: ont-
lenen (Fisher Exact p = 8.038e-09; OR = Infinite), onttrekken (Fisher Exact p = 2.828e-
11; OR = 198.7147) and ontrukken (χ² = 51.9195, df = 1, p-value = 5.782e-13; OR = 
12.36263).7 In this case, the odds ratios are larger than 1 because the effect is reversed: 
the odds for the aan-dative are larger in the present-day data than in the old data. 
The remaining five verbs do not display a significant diachronic shift: the distribution 
attested with ontwringen, for instance, is remarkably constant, with a proportion of 
DOC to aan-dative instances of (about) 1:1 in both periods. 

The diachronic shifts observed in individual verbs can be seen as indicators of a 
tendency towards polarization or constructional specialization: in those verbs which 
already displayed a strong preference for one of the two alternating constructions in 
the 19th-century data, this lexical preference has become even stronger in the pres-
ent-day data. That is, ontnemen, ontstelen and (to a somewhat lesser extent) ontlokken 
have become even more closely associated with the DOC, whereas ontlenen, onttrek-
ken, and ontrukken have become even more closely associated with the aan-construc-
tion. All in all, there seem to be few verbs left in this morphological class which can 
be said to alternate more or less freely. An interesting follow-up question for further 

7. In the case of ontlenen and onttrekken, we used the Fisher Exact test rather than the Pearson 
chi-square test because at least one of the cells in the 2-by-2 table had an expected frequency of 
less than 5.
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diachronic research into the Dutch dative alternation is whether this polarization ten-
dency observed for ont-verbs is also found in other ditransitive verb classes. 

6. Conclusion

Whereas the large majority of existing studies on the grammatical encoding of ‘pos-
sessional transfer’ events in Dutch – or English, for that matter – deal with verbs of 
giving, either primarily or exclusively, the present study has focused on verbs lexi-
calizing the reverse direction of transfer, i.e. verbs of dispossession. More specifical-
ly, we have presented a corpus-based case study of a specific morphological class of 
dispossession verbs, viz. prefixed verbs with ont- ‘away’. Starting with the frequency 
data included in a database with over 18,000 three-argument examples from four cor-
pora of present-day written Dutch, we have distinguished four clusters of ont-verbs 
according to their constructional preferences. These are (i) verbs which are (virtually) 
exclusively found in the secundative van-construction, (ii) verbs with a preference 
for indirective constructions with uit, bij, or van, or for two-argument constructions 
without a source participant, (iii) verbs with a strong lexical preference for the double 
object construction, and (iv) verbs with a strong lexical preference for the aan-dative. 
These clusters provide valuable information about the semantic relations between the 
argument structure constructions at stake. As for the distinction between clusters (iii) 
and (iv), for instance, we have observed that, compared to the verbs strongly attracted 
to the aan-dative in cluster (iv), the verbs with a strong attraction to the DOC in clus-
ter (iii) denote more prototypical events of dispossession in which a human original 
possessor is (strongly) negatively affected by the transfer. This suggests that the DOC 
is the preferred construction for the encoding of scenes in which the source of the 
transfer is a prototypical human deprivee – a finding which is in line with a general 
hypothesis known from the literature on the dative alternation with verbs denoting a 
possessional transfer in the canonical direction (i.e., verbs of giving and the like), viz. 
that compared to the aan-dative, the DOC highlights the affectedness of the indirect 
object referent. We have not found corroborating evidence, however, for another well-
known hypothesis about verbs of giving, viz. that the use of the aan-dative highlights 
the spatial aspects of the scene: in clauses with ont-verbs, it does not seem to matter 
for the choice between the DOC and the aan-dative whether or not the theme actually 
moves along a spatiotemporal path as it changes ownership. Furthermore, we have 
also observed that there is a cline from verbs with a strong DOC preference to verbs 
with a strong aan-preference, with a number of verbs occupying intermediate posi-
tions. This is different for the secundative van-construction, in that there is a nearly 
complete lexical split between this construction on the one hand and the other five 
constructions included in the table on the other: the secundative construction is fre-
quently found with a number of ont-verbs which hardly occur in the DOC or in any 
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of the investigated indirective constructions. Semantically, these verbs depart from 
prototypical ‘dispossession’ in that they imply a positive rather than negative effect 
on the original possessor, who is relieved of something conceptualized as a burden, 
or denote an event of physical removal or separation. The secundative construction, 
it turns out, is hardly an option for the encoding of more protypical ‘dispossession’ 
events with a human possessional source maleficially affected by the subject’s action. 
The indirective constructions with van, bij, and uit, finally, account for a small fraction 
of the ont-examples only; ontvreemden ‘steal’ is the only verb in the data with a prefer-
ence for one of these constructions, namely for the locative construction with uit – it 
remains to be investigated how exactly simplex verbs of dispossession such as stelen 
‘steal’ or roven ‘rob’ behave with respect to these various indirective constructions.

The most interesting finding from the diachronic part of the investigation is that 
the relation between the DOC and the aan-dative seems to characterized by an in-
teresting tendency of polarization or semantic specialization: the lexical preferences 
displayed in the 19th-century data tend to become even stronger in the present-day 
language. 
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Appendix

Table 4. Pearson’s residuals of the χ² of Table 1

DOC aan van-I van-S uit bij

ontdoen –26.9111 –36.0072 –3.72107  96.62736  –7.2614 –3.81388
ontfutselen  21.17231  –9.57147  8.501756 –10.7422  –2.47057 –1.35253
ontheffen –14.0511 –18.5346 –1.94289  50.01195  –3.79141 –1.99135
ontlasten  –5.58732  –7.47589 –0.77257  20.06194  –1.50763 –0.79184
ontlenen –41.4537  54.27883 –5.38299 –33.5068  –9.66559 –5.19401
ontlokken  18.05141  –7.32894  7.557048 –13.6028  –4.10051 19.83698
ontnemen  81.45388 –41.6047 –1.61472 –27.8464  –9.08068 –4.26796
ontroven   0.50072   0.304086 –0.16397  –0.95851  –0.31998 –0.16806
ontrukken  –6.7413   8.65564 –1.04221  –6.09239   1.40804 –1.0682
ontstelen  13.47256  –6.93123 –0.75853  –4.43409  –1.48021 –0.77745
onttrekken –25.3715  31.96341 –1.52988 –20.5712  –0.16867 –3.60682
ontvreemden  –9.63693 –13.7075 21.49648  –8.4109 103.3261 27.68344
ontworstelen  –0.82861   2.146425 –0.42758  –2.49949   0.364079 –0.43825
ontwringen   1.93476  –0.02316 –0.34395  –2.01059  –0.67119 –0.35252

Table 5. Numerical output of the correspondence analysis of the present-day data

> Principal inertias (eigenvalues):

dim    value      %    cum%  scree plot
1      0.828914  53.8  53.8  *************************
2      0.683026  44.3  98.1  *********************
3      0.025129   1.6  99.8  *
4      0.003653   0.2 100.0
       -------- -----
Total: 1.540722 100.0

Rows:
      name    mass  qlt  inr    k=1  cor  ctr    k=2  cor  ctr 
 1 |  ontf |  42   896   21 |  -829  891   35 |    59    5   0 |
 2 | ontln | 407  1000  161 |   760  946  283 |   181   53  19 |
 3 | ontlk |  67   492   28 |  -563  486   26 |   -60    5   0 |
 4 |  ontn | 281   995  292 | -1252  978  531 |   163   17  11 |
 5 | ontrv |   0   917    0 |   -87  158    0 |   191  759   0 |
 6 | ontrk |  13   982    4 |   679  981    7 |   -10    0   0 |
 7 |  onts |   7   990    8 | -1301  972   15 |   177   18   0 |
 8 |  ontt | 153   996   56 |   745  987  103 |    71    9   1 |
 9 |  ontv |  26  1000  429 |    38    0    0 | -5078 1000 968 |
10 | ontwrs|   2   901    0 |   308  898    0 |    17    3   0 |
11 | ontwrn|   1   957    0 |  -299  686    0 |   188  271   0 |
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Table 5. (continued)

Columns:
    name  mass  qlt  inr    k=1   cor  ctr    k=2  cor   ctr 
1 | DOC | 345  1000  348 | -1239  986  638 |   146  14    11 |
2 | AAN | 617  1000  204 |   694  946  358 |   166  54    25 |
3 | VANI|   7   824   22 |  -438   37    2 | -2011  787   39 |
4 | UIT |  25   995  383 |   165    1    1 | -4835  994  859 |
5 | BIJ |   7   698   43 |  -314   10    1 | -2562  687   67 |

Table 6. Pearson residuals of the χ² on Table 3

DOC aan van-I van-S uit bij

ontdoen  –5.68127  –6.72469 –0.92132  26.70959 –1.27828 –0.20601
ontfutselen   3.923941  –2.15422 –0.62533  –2.03352 –0.86761 –0.13983
ontheffen –10.4144 –12.2317 –1.71948  48.77557 –2.38568 –0.38449
ontlasten  –3.29846  –3.90425 –0.5349  15.50718 –0.74215 –0.11961
ontlenen –18.4732  16.49591  7.992057  –9.99249 13.094 –0.6871
ontlokken   5.547325  –1.71846 –1.766  –5.74288 –1.63397  4.66983
ontnemen  15.98458  –5.9854 –4.05023 –13.171 –5.61947 –0.90566
ontroven   3.805351  –2.06827 –0.61765  –2.00857 –0.85696 –0.13811
ontrukken  –2.66221   5.875097 –1.9532  –6.35164 –2.70995 –0.43675
ontstelen   7.832866  –4.88802 –0.93162  –3.02954 –1.29256 –0.20832
onttrekken  –2.37058   3.232374 –0.66236  –2.15395 –0.91899 –0.14811
ontvreemden  –0.47808  –0.79243 10.58121  –1.18828  1.46546 –0.08171
ontworstelen   0.196071   0.407667 –0.30883  –1.00428 –0.42848 –0.06906
ontwringen   2.114915  –0.40802  1.302676  –2.94514 –1.25655 –0.20251

Table 7. Numerical output of the correspondence analysis of the 19th-century data

Principal inertias (eigenvalues):

dim    value       %     cum%  scree plot
1      0.319872   87.6   87.6  *************************
2      0.032668    8.9   96.6  **
3      0.007285    2.0   98.6
4      0.005248    1.4  100.0
       --------  -----
Total: 0.365073  100.0
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Table 7. (continued)

Rows:
      name   mass  qlt  inr    k=1  cor   ctr    k=2  cor  ctr 
 1 |  ontf |  11   981   14 | -658  952   15 |  -116   29    4 |
 2 |  onth |   2   693    0 |   69   77    0 |   195  616    2 |
 3 | ontln | 263   996  547 |  870  995  622 |   -26    1    6 |
 4 | ontlk |  87   647   38 | -320  646   28 |    15    1    1 |
 5 |  ontn | 456   993  209 | -408  993  237 |    -9    0    1 |
 6 | ontrv |  11   982   13 | -646  954   14 |  -110   28    4 |
 7 | ontrk | 106   749   32 |  162  241    9 |   235  508  179 |
 8 |  onts |  24   970   57 | -887  917   59 |  -214   53   34 |
 9 |  ontt |  12   830   11 |  400  485    6 |   337  344   42 |
10 |  ontv |   4   941   75 |  828   93    8 | -2501  848  711 |
11 | ontwrs|   3   691    0 |  -52   82    0 |   143  609    2 |
12 | ontwrn|  23   789    5 | -192  503    3 |  -144  285   15 |

Columns:
    name  mass qlt  inr    k=1  cor  ctr    k=2   cor  ctr 
1 | DOC | 403  999  470 | -649  991  531 |   -59    8   43 |
2 | AAN | 565  995  239 |  383  951  259 |    82   44  117 |
3 | VAN |  11  979  132 | 1437  454   69 | -1547  525  777 |
4 | UIT |  20  895  144 | 1483  856  140 |  -317   39   63 |
5 | BIJ |   1   31   15 | -566   30    1 |    82    1    0 |
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